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Introduction
Visual resources have been a managed value since
1981, when the Ministry of Forests published the Forest
Landscape Handbook. In 1994, the handbook was updated
with the release of the Visual Landscape Design Training
Manual which provided the basis for analysis and design
during this project.
Since 1981, the Ministry of Forests has inventoried
landscapes, established scenic areas, and applied visual quality
objectives to select scenic areas. The District Manger, G. W.
Davis, made scenic areas known to licensees on February 12,
1999. By being made known, the scenic areas had to be
considered in all operational plans submitted after June 15,
1999. Licensees were expected to use the objectives outlined
by the visual quality classes defined for each scenic area to
achieve the appropriate level of alteration.
The Visual Landscape Inventory (VLI) for the District,
with recommended visual quality classes, was updated in 2004.
The updated VLI was reviewed and incorporated into the
Timber Supply Area visual quality objectives (VQO)
established in November 2005 by the Fort St. James District
District Manager1.

Tezzeron-Arch Total Chance Plan2 and the 2007 Integrated
Visual Design of Selected Scenic Areas in the Fort St. James
District3. Those works are continued with this Integrated
Visual Design (IVD) project for selected scenic areas in the
vicinity of Elliot Lake and Dan Miner Lake near the Southern
end of Takla Lake.
This project is based on the May 2002 Integrated Visual
Design Interim Procedures and Standards for the Forest
Investment Account (FIA). The intent of an IVD is to provide
long-term direction for the development of the timber resources
in a manner that is consistent with higher-level planning
direction and respectful of other resource values. IVD employs
a process that considers all resource values simultaneously in
an integrated fashion. IVD strives to balance the use of
competing resources, now and in the future, to achieve an
acceptable visual result4.
The analysis and results within this report, as
mentioned above, is respectful of other resources, thus the use
of this strategic document should not be limited to visual
resources planning.

2

In the past, Pope & Talbot Ltd. (P&T) has, for the most
part, managed visual resources at the operational level, on a
block-by block basis. A strategic, long-term approach to the
development of selected scenic areas was started with the 2002
1

Ministry of Forests and Range – Fort St. James District, November 2,
2005, Visual Quality Objective Order. ,Lynda Currie, District Manager.

Smith, P.R. 2002. Tezzeron-Arch Total Chance Plan Block Design
Rationale. Canadian Forest Products Ltd. Fort St. James Operations.
Unpublished.
3
Mierau, 2007. Integrated Visual Design of Select Scenic Areas in the Fort
St. James District. FIA Project # 2544005, Linbir Timber Consulting,
January, 2007
4
B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range, Forest Investment Account. 2002.
Integrated Visual Design Interim Procedures and Standards. Victoria, BC.
Page 1
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This document is a strategic document and is not
intended to be an operational plan.

Definitions
Landscape
The outdoor environment which can be perceived by a
person visiting or using that environment.
Viewscape
A subset of a landscape which is viewed from one
location (viewpoint) looking in one direction.
Viewpoint
A single location for viewing a single or multiple
viewscapes.
Modification (FPPR 1.1)
When assessed from a significant public viewpoint, is
¾ Very easy to see, and
¾ Large in scale and natural in appearance, or
¾ Small to medium in scale but with some angular
characteristics.
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Project Overview
Two landscapes were selected for the completion of
Integrated Visual Design plans:
1. Elliot Lake
2. Dan Miner Lake
The two landscapes are located approximately 95km
Northwest of Fort St. James, BC, and are within P&T’s
traditional operating area (Figures 1a & b).
Figure 1a: IVD Project Location

The Integrated Visual Design planning process
proposes a long term harvest plan that meets the regulatory
standards associated with the scenic areas on an ongoing basis.
The plan considers the current Mountain Pine Beetle
infestation by targeting infested stands first and addressing
non-susceptible stands in subsequent harvesting passes.

Figure 1b: IVD Project Area

Referral letters were sent to interest parties in the area.
No responses were received. The lack of social input has been
addressed in the plan by planning the development of the visual
polygons to meet Section 1.1 of the Forest Planning and
Practices Regulation (FPPR) and to be consistent with the
other known resource values. The plan does not require an
application to the Minister, under Section 12(7) of the FPPR,
to salvage timber beyond the extent practicable to meet the
visual polygon standards.
The scope of the project applies to the planning of
blocks within the applicable scenic areas. Modeling of the
total chance blocks will test the accuracy and location of the
scenic areas. The block designs are based on aerial
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photography analysis and a review of the total chance
development of the area. The block locations will require field
verification. Field verification of planned blocks is outside the
scope of this project.

Design Assumptions and Criteria

Referral Parties

Ownership Exclusions

As part of its forest development planning activities,
and its Sustainable Forest Management certification, Pope &
Talbot maintains a list of parties interested in receiving
information about forest planning activities in their respective
area(s) of interest. Referral letters (see Appendix A – Referral
Form Letter) were sent to the following interested parties:
1.
2.
3.
4.

An operability assessment was completed by defining
the landbase available for timber harvesting using the
following net down criteria:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Private Land
Woodlots
Indian Reserves
Lands not administered by the Ministry of Forests and
Range (e.g. parks and recreation reserves)

Non-Forested Exclusions
¾
¾
¾
¾

Laurent Arbour (Guide) (2007/11/22)
Stewart Berg (Guide) (2007/11/22)
William Domonkos (Fishing Guide) (2007/11/22)
Tl’azt’en Nation – Thomas Alexis (Chief) (2008/01/03)

Open Range, Meadows and other Clearings
Rock and Alpine
Swamps, Lakes and Rivers
Non-Productive Brush and other Non-Productive

No comments were received as of the finalization of
this report.
¾ >69% Deciduous
¾ Non-Commercial Brush

Forested Exclusions
¾ Riparian Reserve Zones1, existing Wildlife Tree
Patches and Old Forest Retention Areas2
¾ Highly sensitive Environmentally Sensitive Areas
¾ Low productivity areas (<11 Site Index)
¾ Terrain Class V

Areas available for timber harvesting, but that are
constrained in some regard, were identified for special
consideration using the following criteria:

1

See assumptions and criteria for Riparian Management Areas.
Old Forest Retention Areas are designed by P&T to help meet the Order
Establishing Landscape Biodiversity Objectives for the Prince George
Timber Supply Area (October 20, 2004).

2
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Other Constraints
¾ Forest Health Inherent Priority Ranking1 (IPR) (where
available)
¾ Lodgepole Pine leading (where IPR not available)
¾ Douglas-Fir leading
¾ Riparian Management Zones2
¾ Terrain Class IV
¾ Slopes >35%

Heritage Resources, the operational design of a
particular cutblock will incorporate the findings of an
archaeological field assessment, and may modify the
baseline block designs provided by this strategic-level
Integrated Visual Design.

Riparian Management Areas
¾ Riparian Reserve Zones and Riparian Management
Zones are modeled pursuant to sections 47 to 51 of the
Forest Planning and Practices Regulation.4
¾ Where stream classes are not known from field
assessments, they are estimated from a map review.

Other assumptions and criteria used to model the
planned visual designs are:

Regeneration Delay

Potentially Unstable Terrain

¾ Regen delay for harvested areas is two years.

¾ Where Terrain Class IV or V is identified, the
operational design of a particular cutblock will
incorporate the findings of terrain stability field
assessment, and may modify the baseline block designs
provided by this strategic-level IVD.

Visually Effective Green-up (VEG)
¾ Pine-leading stands reach VEG at 15 years of age;
spruce- and balsam-leading stands reach VEG at 24
years of age3

Topographical Data

Cultural Heritage Resources

¾ Simulations are limited by the accuracy of TRIM-based
topographical data.

¾ Where an established archaeological predictive model
identifies a high potential for the presence of Cultural
1

The IPR is a P&T planning tool that estimates a stand’s shelf life (period
of merchantability after mortality) based on biologic, topographic and
climatic parameters.
2
See assumptions and criteria for Riparian Management Areas.
3
Mierau, 2007. Integrated Visual Design of Select Scenic Areas in the Fort
St. James District. FIA Project # 2544005, Linbir Timber Consulting,
January, 2007

4

Canfor, 2005. Forest Stewardship Plan for Prince George and Fort St.
James Forest Districts and Tree Farm Licence 30, Canadian Forest Products
Ltd., Carrier Lumber Ltd., Takla Track & Timber Ltd., Pope & Talbot Ltd.,
December 9, 2005; updated to July 30, 2007.
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Landscape Description

Elliot Lake Landscape
Executive Summary
The Elliot Lake landscape is composed of two
dominant timber types. The southern shore is dominated by
mature Spruce leading stands, while a majority of the northern
shore and uplands have regenerated to Pine/Aspen stands from
a fire that disturbed the landscape between 60 and 80 years
ago. For this reason, this plan proposes harvesting of currently
mature timber, recommends areas to be incorporated into
future Old Forest Retention Areas, and starts to develop the
remainder of the currently immature landscape 30 years from
present.

The 1835ha Elliot Lake landscape has been designed
using three viewpoints located on Elliot Lake and one
viewpoint on the lake’s North shore. The Elliot Lake
landscape is composed of two scenic area polygons with
Modification VQO. One polygon circumscribes the lake and,
for the most part, extends from the shoreline to the first heightof-land around the lake. The other polygon represents small
areas of steeper ground adjacent to the first polygon and
extends from mid-slope to the height-of-land (Figure 1-1).

Three passes are planned for the landscape: 2010, 2040
and 2056. The first pass focuses on mature Pine leading mixed
stands to salvage mountain pine beetle infested timber.
Subsequent passes focus on patch size development while
balancing the applicable resource objectives to deliver a midterm timber supply.
Conventional harvest systems are planned for the
northern shores of the lake while a number of blocks on the
south can be harvested only using a cable system.

Figure 1-1: Elliot Lake Landscape
3

A total of 563.8ha are planned producing ~156,700m
over three passes.

Elliot Lake is a medium sized lake approximately eight
kilometres long and one kilometre wide; the Western end of the
lake contains a large peninsula and a number of islands.
The viewscapes south of the lake comprise a relatively
narrow, even slope from the shoreline to the first height-ofland. The viewscapes north of the lake are more diverse with
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deeper views and more rolling terrain; some of these Northern
viewscapes include a back-ground slope not designated as a
scenic area and a far distant scenic area polygon (see Land
Feature Analysis for Viewpoint #2).
The Southern viewscapes have been significantly
harvested; the Northern viewscapes are very minimally altered
by harvesting. The remaining timber in the Southern
viewscapes is Mature (140–160yrs) Subalpine Fir and Spruce
with a minor component of Pine. The timber in the Northern
viewscapes is predominantly Older-Immature (60–80yrs) Pine
and Aspen (resulting from a fire), with lesser areas of Mature
Spruce and Pine. Another fire-originated stand of Immature
(<60yrs) Aspen and Spruce is found at the Eastern end of the
lake.

Landscape Alterations1
The harvesting in the Southern viewscapes occurred at
two fairly distinct times. All the openings are located midslope and lack formal visual designs.
Opening 93N004-004 was harvested in 1979 and is
expected to reach VEG in six years (2013). A part of the
opening is clearly visible from viewpoint #4, masked only by
the timbered islands located in the foreground.

screening as it was harvested prior to lakeshore reserve
legislation.
694-ELL035 was harvested in 1998 and is expected to
reach VEG in eight years (2015). Parts of the opening are
visible from viewpoints #1 and #2.
137-ELL119 was harvested in 1999 and is expected to
reach VEG in 13 years (2020). Parts of the opening are visible
from viewpoints #1 and #2.
The harvesting in the Northern viewscapes occurred at
two distinct times. The openings are located on the upper
slopes at the fringe of the defined scenic area.
697-TAK024 was harvested in 1989 and is expected to
reach VEG in seven years (2014). Parts of the block are visible
from viewpoint #1.
697-TAK023 was harvested in 1989 and 1993. The
portion harvested in 1989 has reached VEG; the portion
harvested in 1993 is expected to reach VEG in thirteen years
(2020). Part of the block is visible from viewpoints #1 and #2;
this portion has reached VEG.

Opening 93N004-008 was harvested between 1981 and
1988 (including peripheral blowdown salvage), and is expected
to reach VEG in four years (2011). Parts of the opening are
visible from viewpoints #1 and #2; the opening lacks foreshore
1

Expected VEG estimated using data extrapolated from latest silviculture
surveys on file at P&T’s office.
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Site Photography
Four viewpoints were established on Elliot Lake
(Figure 1-2). The photographs were taken on September 18,
2008.
¾ Viewpoint #1 – UTM Coordinate 10U
354279.6,6102072.7
¾ Viewpoint #2 - UTM Coordinate 10U
352101.4,6102197.2
¾ Viewpoint #3 – UTM Coordinate 10U
349070.7,6103224.0
¾ Viewpoint #4 – UTM Coordinate 10U
349537.5,6103616.0

Figure 1-2: Elliot Lake Viewpoint Overview
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Resource Analysis
The following resource analyses were completed as part of the integrated visual design. Based on the constraints map, resource
objectives and visibility analysis, viewscape renderings were developed using World Construction Set®.
Description
Visuals
Modification VQO

Recreation and Tourism
There are no established
recreation sites on Elliot Lake;
however, the FSJ LRMP
recommends the establishment
of one. There is road access
to the lake, and a small camp
area, on the North-western
shore of the lake; this area is
identified as a UREP. A
second UREP is located on the
South-western shore of the
lake. Fishing is the primary
recreational activity associated
with this landscape.

Objective

Opportunities

Constraints

To achieve a Modification
visual quality objective
throughout the defined scenic
area.

Legislated lakeshore reserves
provide foreground screening.
Terrain and tree stand
characteristics make the
landscape textually diverse at
the stand and sub-stand level,
allowing design options for
small scale openings.

The Northern shore of the lake
is undisturbed, creating a
uniform texture at the
landscape level, limiting
design options for larger scale
openings.
Harvested blocks of poor
visual design South of the lake
limit design options.

To maintain current access
levels to the lake.
To conserve the visual appeal
of the defined scenic area.

The narrow channels and
scattered islands at the
Western end of the lake,
where recreation and tourism
values are concentrated,
increase the screening
effectiveness of the legislated
lakeshore reserves.

Conserving the visual appeal
of the scenic area limits design
options for large scale
openings.
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Description
Cultural Heritage
Much of the Northern and
Eastern shoreline of the lake is
predicted to have a high
potential for the presence of
Cultural Heritage Resources.
Water and Riparian
Elliot Lake is a L1 lake.
Several streams flow into the
lake, most known or estimated
to be S4, one estimated to be
S3 and the remainder known
to be S6; the lake’s outflow is
a S2 stream.
Biodiversity
The Elliot Lake landscape is
within Natural Disturbance
Type 3 (frequent standinitiating events). An OFRA
is identified on the large
peninsula at the Western end
of the lake.

Objective

Opportunities

Constraints
Block design options may be
limited if and where Cultural
Heritage Resources are found.

To address Cultural Heritage
Resources through block
design and block-level
strategies.

To maintain the water quality
of steams, wetlands and lakes
within the defined scenic area.
To maintain the integrity of
riparian and lakeshore reserve
zones.

Legislated lakeshore and
riparian reserves occur mainly
in the foreground, providing
good visual screening
opportunities.

The multitude of streams may
limit access and cutblock
design options.

To mimic landscape and stand
level retention based on
natural disturbance patterns.
To maintain the identified
OFRA and design replacement
OFRA.

NDT 3 stand level retention
patterns provide visual design
opportunities.
The identified OFRA protects
an area that is visually
sensitive and of high wildlife
value.

NDT 3 typically has
disturbances larger than can
be designed to meet the VQO.
The need to design future
OFRA will constrain available
merchantable timber.
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Description
Fish and Wildlife
Elliot Lake has a Lakeshore
Classification of A-M
(portions of the shoreline are
potential lake trout spawning
areas)1.
The South-facing slopes and
old burns around the lake
provide ungulate spring range
and habitat for hare and lynx2.
MoE has identified current
and replacement Wildlife
Movement Corridors along the
Northern and Southern shores
of the lake.
The un-harvested stands South
of the lake, and dispersed
stands North of the lake, are
high value marten and fisher
habitat.3

Objective

Opportunities

Constraints

To conserve the potential lake
trout spawning areas, and
other fish habitat, by
maintaining the integrity of
the lakeshore reserve zone.
To maintain the wildlife
habitat values of the Southfacing slopes and old burns.
To maintain connectivity for
wildlife movement.
To conserve identified high
value marten and fisher
habitat.

Legislated lakeshore and
riparian reserves occur mainly
in the foreground, providing
good visual screening.
Deciduous types on the Southfacing slopes provide textural
diversity.
The visual impact of existing
cutblocks limits further shortterm development, allowing
high value habitat to remain
intact.
The legislated lakeshore and
riparian reserves, as well as
other constrained areas,
provide some good
opportunities for maintaining
connectivity.

The old burn at the Eastern
end of the lake will not be
merchantable until the last
pass.
As marten and fisher prefer
late-successional stands,
conserving habitat restricts
development of un-harvested
areas until the harvested areas
attain late-successional
characteristics.

1

Province of British Columbia. 2000. Lakeshore Classification: Fort St. James Forest District. August 11, 2000.
Province of British Columbia, 1999. Fort St. James Land and Resource Management Plan. ISBN 0-7726-3926-4.
3
Proulx, Gilbert. 2007. Establishing Connectivity Corridors in the Southern Region of the Fort St. James Forest District. Alpha Wildlife Research &
Management Ltd. March, 2007
2
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Description
Terrain Stability
There is a small amount of
Class IV terrain at the Northeast end of the landscape.

Forest Health
Most of the landscape has a
Medium Forest Health IPR,
with interspersed patches of
High and Low IPR. Current
Forest Health factors include
low to moderate levels of
Mountain Pine Bark Beetle
and Spruce Budworm, as well
as older low levels of Spruce
Bark Beetle1.
Timber
Most of the un-harvested
timber in the landscape is
currently merchantable,
consisting of Subalpine Fir,
Spruce and Pine. An old fire
at the East end of Elliot Lake
is less than 60 years old.

1

Objective

Opportunities

Constraints

To address potentially
unstable terrain through block
design.

The vast majority of the
landscape is not constrained
by terrain stability concerns.
The constrained areas are of
low timber value.

Block design options may be
limited if and where unstable
terrain is found.

To target first-pass harvesting
of stands susceptible to
mountain pine bark beetle.
To prioritise harvesting of
stands susceptible to spruce
budworm.

Highly susceptible stands are
small and dispersed, allowing
good opportunities for visual
designs. Low susceptibility
stands are also dispersed,
allowing good opportunities
for mid-term retention and
longer term visual designs.

Moderately susceptible stands
uniformly cover much of the
landscape, making harvest
prioritising arbitrary and
subject to change in response
to future infestations.
Given the current age
structure of the landscape, the
stands will become
increasingly susceptible to
forest health issues.

To maximize harvest
opportunities within the
defined scenic area.

The abundance of
merchantable timber provides
ample flexibility in designing
first and second-pass blocks.
The old fire should be still
vigourous and available for
harvesting after the third pass

The abundance of relatively
old timber will become less
available for harvesting into
the third and subsequent
passes.

2005 Digital Orthophotography and timber cruise data from 2004 & 1999.
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Operability Analysis
The operability assessment used ArcMap GIS to
amalgamate the criteria identified in the Design Assumptions
and Criteria section. Multiple criteria were lumped together to
define the inoperable area associated with each landscape. The
remaining area defined the operable landscape available for
design. The Integrated Visual Design – Constraints Map
represent the operability assessment and is included in
Appendix 1-A.

Visual Force Analysis
Visual force can be described by the way our eyes
follow a landscape. We subconsciously create lines and forms
in the landscape and our eyes are naturally drawn down ridges
and up valleys and concave landforms. Lines of force assist a
forest planner to organize basic and variable elements to
maintain the unity and/or diversity found within a landscape,
both before and after harvest operations.
Lines of force are represented in the conventional red
ridges and green hollows and gullies (1-3 through 1-11). The
Visible Areas Map is included in Appendix 1-B.

Figure 1-3: Elliot Lake North Plan View Lines of Force
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Figure 1-7: Viewpoint 4 Southwest Perspective View Lines of Force

Figure 1-8: Viewpoint 4 West Perspective View Lines of Force

Figure 1-4: Elliot Lake West Plan View Lines of Force

Figure 1-5: Viewpoint 3 Northeast Perspective View Lines of Force

Figure 1-6: Viewpoint 3 North Perspective View Lines of Force

Figure 1-9: Elliot Lake East Plan View Lines of Force
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line. The terrain is gently rolling, with a wide horizontal scale
and a well-defined horizon in the mid-ground.

Figure 1-10: Viewpoint 2 Northwest Perspective View Lines of Force

The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The Immature and
Older-Immature timber in the mid-ground is moderately finely
textured with variation provided by interlocking Aspen stands
among more uniform conifer stands. The lack of visible manmade openings makes the viewscape sensitive to alteration.
Viewpoint #2 North View

Figure 1-11: Viewpoint 2 North to northeast Perspective View Lines of
Force

Visibility Analysis
The visibility analysis from each viewpoint was
produced using ArcMap 3D Analyst ® to project the visible
area from each viewpoint. The visibility analysis assumes bare
ground, so over-estimates what is visible from each viewpoint,
as it does not account for such factors as foreground screening
by legislated lakeshore reserves.
The Visible Areas Map is included in Appendix 1-B.

Land Feature Analysis
Refer also to figures 1-12 through 1-29.
Viewpoint #1
Viewpoint #1 looks east, from the Eastern portion of
the lake. As the lake is relatively wide at this location, there is
opportunity to view the landscape beyond the foreshore tree

As the lake is relatively wide at this location, there is
opportunity to view the landscape beyond the foreshore tree
line, including a back-ground slope not designated as a scenic
area and a far distant scenic area polygon, both of which are
outside the project area. The terrain is gently rolling, with
moderately strong banding across the wide horizontal scale and
a well-defined horizon in the mid- to back-ground.
The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The OlderImmature timber in the mid-ground is moderately textured with
variation provided by interlocking Aspen stands among more
uniform Pine stands. The more diverse mature timber in the
back-ground remains moderately textured due to the viewing
distance and angle.
The lack of visible man-made openings makes the
viewscape sensitive to alteration. The variety provided by the
dispersed Aspen stands, as well as natural openings in the
back-ground do provide some context for further alteration of
the viewscape.
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Viewpoint #2 South View
As the lake is relatively wide at this location, there is
opportunity to view the landscape beyond the foreshore tree
line. The terrain is gently rolling, with a wide horizontal scale
and a well-defined horizon in the mid-ground.
The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The Mature
timber in the mid-ground is moderately textured with variation
provided by a diversity of tree species and heights mitigated by
the viewing angle.
The visually dominant man-made alterations are poorly
designed, creating a tense and conflicted view. Due to the age
of the openings (anticipated to reach VEG in less than ten
years), opportunities to rehabilitate these designs are limited.
Viewpoint #3
Viewpoint #3 looks northwest to northeast, from near
the center of the Western portion of the lake (Figures 1-5 & 16). Despite the lake being relatively narrow at this location, the
viewing direction allows the opportunity to view the landscape
beyond the foreshore tree line, including back-ground slopes to
the northwest within a scenic area part of this project and a
distant scenic area polygon, which is outside the project area.
The terrain is gently rolling, with strong horizontal banding
across a wide horizontal scale and a well-defined horizon in the
back-ground.
The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The limited
amount of the mid-ground that is visible (due to screening by

the lakeshore tree line and the viewing angle) is moderately
finely textured. The diversity of species and age classes in the
back-ground are somewhat mitigated by the viewing distance
and angle, giving the back-ground a moderately coarse texture.
The lack of visible man-made openings makes the
viewscape sensitive to alteration. The variety provided by
dispersed Aspen stands, in the back-ground and the distant
scenic area polygon do provide some context for further
alteration of the viewscape.
Viewpoint #4
Viewpoint #4 looks southwest, from the vehicle access
point on the North shore near the West end of the lake (Figures
1-7 & 1-8). The lake is relatively narrow at this location, with
peninsulas and islands in the foreground providing limited
screening for the dominant mid-ground. The terrain is gently
rolling, with strong horizontal banding across a moderate
horizontal scale and a well-defined horizon.
The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The textures of
the mid-ground are well stratified, with the older cutblock
being finely textured, the more recent cutblock being coarsely
textured (caused by patches of different vegetation) and the
Mature timber being moderately coarse (due to a diversity of
species and age classes).
The mid-ground is heavily influenced by man-made
openings. While the blocks were not visually designed, from
this viewpoint, they create little tension within the viewscape,
as they generally follow the natural configuration of the
viewscape.
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Elliot Lake Landscape Design Results
Conceptual and detailed designs were completed for the Stuart Lake scenic areas. Conceptually, a total chance plan was
developed using overview maps, resource objectives and public input. Detailed designs were then produced using aerial photographs
and the constraints maps. The detailed designs included preliminary block designs.
The results of the conceptual and detailed designs were transferred to ArcMap shapefiles, from which high resolution
renderings were produced. Copies of the digital renderings are presented below. Refer to the attached project compact disk for the
digital versions of renderings.
Where necessary, the incorporation of specific visual design objectives, resource objectives, and opportunities for
improvement are noted and discussed. Refer to the Block Designs map in Appendix 1-C for block number(s) and locations.

Figure 1-12: Viewpoint #1 Current State Perspective Rendering - East

Figure 1-13: Viewpoint #1 Pass 1 Perspective Rendering – Northeast to East - 2010

The camera direction was shifted to centre planned pass one blocks. Blocks TAK003, 004, and 005 are planned in 2010. The
blocks develop mature Pine leading timber within the scenic area and are not visible.
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TAK023
TAK022

TAK021
TAK024

Figure 1-14: Viewpoint #1 Pass 2 Perspective Rendering – Northeast to East - 2040

The development of the current 61-80 year old stands on the north shore of Elliot Lake is planned in 2040. Blocks TAK021,
022, 023, and 024 are planned with portions of all being visible. The blocks follow the topography and Aspen stands on the landscape
and the small to medium sized linear openings achieve the Modification objective well.

TAK023

TAK031

Figure 1-15: Viewpoint #1 Pass 3 Perspective Rendering – East - 2056

TAK030 is a large organic shaped block planned for harvest in 2056. The location of a deciduous timber type on the knoll in
the centre of the block, around which TAK030 wraps, allows the alteration to move up the draws while maintaining forest cover on
the knoll. The block was designed with a riparian reserve along the wetland and lake (refer to Appendix 1-C); however, the rendering
does not show a mature timber reserve. A sufficient vegetated reserve is to be maintained along the small lake and wetland which will
screen the lower portions of the block. The design of TAK030 and TAK031 utilize the mixed deciduous forests and topography to
develop harvest blocks with good visual attributes.
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Figure 1-16: Viewpoint #2 Current State Perspective Rendering - North
Far distant scenic area

Back-ground slope not
designated as a scenic area

697-TAK023

Figure 1-17: Viewpoint #2 Site Photography - North

The rendering of viewpoint #2 to the north mimics the foreground well with the background being more prominent than
actually viewed.

Figure 1-18: Viewpoint #2 Pass 1 Perspective Rendering – North - 2010

The planned development of blocks TAK001 and TAK013 are not visible.
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TAK032
TAK038

Figure 1-19: Viewpoint #2 Pass 3 Perspective Rendering – North - 2056

The upper portion of TAK038 is visible. The backing deciduous timber type maintains the rolling nature of the viewscape
while the medium sized opening is consistent with Modification parameters.
TAK032 is only visible as an alteration to the canopy.
TAK033

TAK036
TAK034

TAK035

Figure 1-20: Viewpoint #2 Pass 3 Perspective Rendering – West - 2056

TAK038 is not visible on the northern shores of the lake while the development on the west end of the lake is within
Modification parameters.
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Figure 1-21: Viewpoint #2 Current State Perspective Rendering - South

Figure 1-22: Viewpoint #2 Pass 1 Perspective Rendering – South - 2010

The camera position for the current state rendering was located in the centre of the lake. Given the lakeshore screening, the
camera was moved to the north shore of Elliot Lake to simulate the worst case scenario for pass one.
Block TAK009 is well screened by the lakeshore reserve. The development of the block drops the skyline down to expose the
harvesting of blocks to the south. While a majority of the block creates or is backed by a smooth horizon, a characteristic of good
visual design, the development of such a long block between a +/-7 year old regenerated block to the south and the lake does not
balance harvesting with the development of a wildlife movement corridor along the lake. TAK009 should be developed in 3-4 blocks
over 15-20 years to retain mature timber and/or greened up blocks to balance the wildlife and timber resource objectives.
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Figure 1-23: Viewpoint #3 Current State Perspective Rendering - Northwest
Back-ground slope not
designated as a scenic area

Figure 1-24: Viewpoint #3 Site Photography – Northwest to North

TAK036
TAK035

TAK035

Figure 1-25: Viewpoint #3 - Pass 3 Perspective Rendering – Northwest - 2056

The opportunity to develop larger openings is limited given the steep/broken topography in the viewscape. TAK035 and 036
develop the accessible draws and lower slopes of the scenic polygon. The blocks mimic the triangular shapes of the rolling hills and,
where the blocks are visible, the objective is achieved. A majority of TAK035 is not visible due to lakeshore screening. The upper
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slopes are dominated by deciduous stands and partly within a planned wildlife movement corridor. Given the proportionally high
amount of road required to access scattered coniferous volume, it is recommended the area be left undisturbed.
South

Figure 1-26: Viewpoint #4 Current State Perspective Rendering - Southwest
137-ELL119

93N004-004

Figure 1-27: Viewpoint #4 Site Photography - Southwest

The rendering was produced as if one was sitting on the dock visible on the right side of Figure 1-27. The rendering reveals
more past harvesting to the south than the photograph. The rendering location was used to simulate the viewscape as it best represents
the visible area from the recreation/hunters camp site.
The dominance of block ELL119 is not captured in Figure 1-15.
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TAK026

TAK028

TAK027

Figure 1-28: Viewpoint #4 Pass 2 Perspective Rendering – Southwest - 2040

The immature stands located on the peninsula, screening blocks TAK027 and 028, have been grown to a height of 26m for the
rendering of harvest pass two. The difference between the rendering and Figure 1-27 is significant, thus it is predicted that TAK027
and 028 will be fully visible from viewpoint #4. The Modification objectives allows for large, somewhat geometric blocks and given
the planned blocks are small to medium sized and their horizontal lines do not work against the natural lines of force it is expected the
blocks will achieve the objective.
TAK026

TAK033

Figure 1-29: Viewpoint #4 Pass 3 Perspective Rendering – Southwest - 2056
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TAK034

4. Pine leading stands were targeted in harvest pass one.
Pine leading blocks gross approx. 192ha (net 134ha)
within the scenic area, with an estimated net volume of
39459m3.

Elliot Lake Recommendations / Results
The following recommendations are specific to the renderings
and designs within this report.
1. The development of TAK009 should be completed over
15-20 years to maintain larger areas of mature timber
between previously harvested areas and the lake to
fulfil the wildlife resource value.

5. Harvest pass two is planned for 2040 when the age
class four timber will be ready for harvest. Gross area
is approx. 227.1ha (net 204.9ha) within the scenic area,
with an estimated volume of 54092m3.

2. Areas that have not been designed along the southern
lakeshore are recommended for inclusion into an Old
Forest Retention Area given their high fisher and
marten habitat values, identified important trout
spawning lakeshore characteristics and vicinity to the
replacement wildlife movement corridor.

6. Harvest pass three is modeled in 2056. Gross area is
approx. 227ha (net 224.9ha) within the scenic area,
with an estimated volume of 63126m3.
7. Internal wildlife tree patches have been modeled where
they could be identified by photo interpretation.
Operational block planning should exclude nonsusceptible timber types and deciduous species to aid
visual resources, where appropriate.

3. The pine leading stands on the north shore of the lake
include a component of scattered deciduous stems.
Maintenance of single stems or deciduous leading
wildlife tree patches, as per Pope & Talbot’s current
practices, will aid in maintaining connectivity between
adjacent stands.

8. Harvest areas outside the scenic area polygons are
modeled to best simulate total chance block shapes.
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Harvest Planning: Area and Volume Summary
Blocks

Harvest Gross Block
Pass
Area (ha)

TAK002
TAK001
TAK013
TAK003
TAK004
TAK005
TAK009

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

TAK022
TAK023
TAK021
TAK024
TAK025
TAK026
TAK027
TAK028
TAK020

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Scenic Net
Block Area
(ha)
14.7
14.7
28.7
24.7
12.0
2.4
17.7
7.3
34.4
11.7
7.8
5.3
76.3
67.9
191.6(56420)
134.0
21.5
21.5
22.5
22.5
60.3
60.3
19.7
16.8
9.4
3.6
3.6
3.6
4.6
4.6
10.7
10.7
74.8
61.3
227.1(59952)
204.9

Balsam
(m3)

Pine
(m3)

Spruce
(m3)

0
0
0
0
0
0
6111

3969
5187
216
1752
2808
1590
6111

441
1482
504
438
702
0
8148

645
0
0
3024
0
324
279
321
1839

5160
5400
12663
116
324
0
1104
963
11034

645
0
0
1512
648
648
0
1926
5517
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Scenic Area Block
Total Volume
(m3)
4410
6669
720
2190
3510
1590
20370
39459
6450
5400
12663
4652
972
972
1383
3210
18390
54092

Blocks

TAK030
TAK031
TAK032
TAK033
TAK034
TAK035
TAK036
TAK037
TAK038
TAK039

Harvest Gross Block
Pass
Area (ha)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Scenic Net
Block Area
(ha)
89.7
74.4
19.2
12.9
50.6
50.6
11.7
11.7
6.4
6.4
45.5
37.8
14.9
13.6
5.0
3.2
28.9
9.0
5.3
5.3
277.2(77805)
224.9

Balsam
(m3)
6696
387
1518
0
0
0
0
0
270
159

Pine
(m3)
8928
2322
12144
1755
975
9072
3264
768
1350
1272

Spruce
(m3)
6696
1161
1518
1755
576
0
0
0
540
0

Scenic Area Block
Total Volume
(m3)
22320
3870
15180
3510
1551
9072
3264
768
2160
1431
63126

Note: 1. Volumes are for coniferous species only and based on VRI polygon label(s) 2. Total chance gross block areas and volumes are summarized in column
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Elliot Lake Landscape Appendices
Appendix 1-A – Integrated Visual Design – Constraints Map
Appendix 1-B – Visible Areas Map
Appendix 1-C – Block Designs Map
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Dan Miner Lake Landscape

circumscribes the lake and extends from the shoreline to the
first height of land around the lake (Figure 2-1).
Figure 2-1: Dan Miner Lake Landscape

Executive Summary
Dan Miner Lake is well screened by the relatively steep slopes
within the lakeshore reserve zone. The lake is surrounded by
mature Pine leading stands, thus a significant proportion of the
landscape is planned for harvest to address the Mountain Pine
Beetle infestation. The lakeshore reserve provides the
screening necessary to maintain a Modification objective on the
landscape.
Three passes are planned for the landscape: 2010, 2022,
and 2030. The first pass focuses on harvesting mature Pine
leading mixed stands to salvage mountain pine beetle infested
timber. Subsequent passes focus on patch size development
while balancing the applicable resource objectives to deliver a
mid-term timber supply.
Conventional harvest systems are planned for the
northern shores of the lake while a number of blocks to the
south can only be harvested using a cable system.
A total of 563.8ha are planned producing ~156,700m3
over three passes.

Landscape Description
The 390ha Dan Miner Lake landscape has been
designed using three viewpoints located on the lake. The Dan
Miner Lake landscape is composed of a single scenic area
polygon with a Modification VQO. The polygon

Dan Miner Lake is a small lake approximately three
kilometres long and less than one kilometre wide.
The viewscapes north and south of the lake comprise a
relatively narrow, even slope from the shoreline to the first
height-of-land. The viewscape west of the lake is more diverse
with deeper views and rolling terrain.
All viewscapes have been harvested to some degree.
The remaining timber in the northern and southern viewscapes
at the eastern end of the lake is mature (120–160yrs) Pine with
lesser components of Spruce and Balsam Fir. The timber in the
viewscapes at the Western end of the lake is Mature Spruce
and Pine with a minor component of Balsam Fir.
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Landscape Alterations1
The harvesting in the Southern viewscapes occurred at
three fairly distinct times. All the openings lack formal visual
designs.
Opening 93N004-008 was harvested between 1981 and
1988 (including peripheral blowdown salvage), and is expected
to reach VEG in four years (2011). Foreshore screening hides
the block, parts of which would otherwise be visible from
Viewpoint #1.

indicates the blocks are partly visible through the tops of the
screening trees (see Land Feature Analysis – Viewpoint 2).

Site Photography
Three viewpoints were established on Dan Miner Lake.
The photographs were taken on September 18, 2008.
¾ Viewpoint #1 – UTM Coordinate 10U
350396.3,6100305.3
¾ Viewpoint #2 - UTM Coordinate 10U
351149.3,6099664.3
¾ Viewpoint #3 – UTM Coordinate 10U
352854.4,6099527.4

125-ELL061 was harvested in 1998, and is expected to
reach VEG in four years (2011). Foreshore screening hides the
block, parts of which would otherwise be visible from
Viewpoints #2S and #3.
125-ELL133 was harvested in 1997, and is expected to
reach VEG in five years (2012). Foreshore screening hides the
block, parts of which would otherwise be visible from
Viewpoints #3.
735-ELL118 was harvested in 1988, and has reached
VEG; parts of the block are visible from Viewpoint #1.
H02-ELL062 and H02-ELL063 were harvested in
2002, and are expected to reach VEG in eleven years (2018).
Sightline analysis done at the time of block design indicated
foreshore screening hides both blocks, which would otherwise
be visible from Viewpoint #2. However, site photography

Figure 2-2: Dan Miner Lake Viewpoint Overview
1

Expected VEG estimated using data extrapolated from latest silviculture
surveys on file at P&T’s office.
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Resource Analysis
The following resource analyses were completed as part of the integrated visual design. Based on the constraints map, resource
objectives and visibility analysis, viewscape renderings were developed using World Construction Set®.
Description
Visuals
Modification VQO

Recreation and Tourism
There are no established
recreation sites on Dan Miner
Lake. There is no direct road
access to the lake. The FSJ
LRMP recommends an existing
foot path to the lake (from Elliot
Lake) be maintained1. Since the
LRMP was drafted, road access
has reached to within 150m of
the lake, but still not to the
water’s edge. A UREP is
located at the Western end of
the lake. Fishing is the primary
recreational activity associated
with this landscape.

Objective

Opportunities

Constraints

To achieve a Modification
visual quality objective
throughout the defined
scenic area.

Legislated lakeshore
reserves provide
foreground screening.

The South-western shore of the
lake is undisturbed, creating a
uniform texture at the landscape
level, limiting design options for
larger scale openings.

To maintain current access
levels to the lake.
To conserve the visual
appeal of the defined scenic
area.

The narrowness of the lake,
especially at the Eastern
end, increases the
screening effectiveness of
the legislated lakeshore
reserves.

Maintaining relatively remote
access to the make may be
difficult as future blocks are
developed.

1

Province of British Columbia, 1999. Fort St. James Land and Resource Management Plan. ISBN 0-7726-3926-4.
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Description
Cultural Heritage
Much of the shoreline of the
Eastern half of the lake is
predicted to have a high
potential for the presence of
Cultural Heritage Resources.
Fish and Wildlife
Dan Miner Lake has a
Lakeshore Classification of
C1. MoE has identified a
Wildlife Movement Corridor
along the Southern shore of
the lake.
The un-harvested stands
within the landscape are high
value marten and fisher
habitat.2

Objective

Opportunities

Block design options may be
limited if and where Cultural
Heritage Resources are found.

To address Cultural Heritage
Resources through block
design and block-level
strategies.

To conserve fish habitat by
maintaining the integrity of
the lakeshore reserve zone.
To maintain connectivity for
wildlife movement.
To conserve identified high
value marten and fisher
habitat.

Constraints

Legislated lakeshore and
riparian reserves occur mainly
in the foreground, providing
good visual screening
The legislated lakeshore and
riparian reserves, as well as
other constrained areas
provide some good
opportunities for maintaining
connectivity.
As a large portion of the
landscape is un-harvested,
there is a reasonably good
opportunity to incorporate
marten and fisher habitat
conservation into future
development planning.

1

As marten and fisher prefer
late-successional stands,
conserving habitat partly
restricts development of unharvested areas until the
harvested areas attain latesuccessional characteristics.

Province of British Columbia. 2000. Lakeshore Classification: Fort St. James Forest District. August 11, 2000.
Proulx, Gilbert. 2007. Establishing Connectivity Corridors in the Southern Region of the Fort St. James Forest District. Alpha Wildlife Research &
Management Ltd. March, 2007

2
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Description
Water and Riparian
Dan Miner Lake is a L1 lake.
Several streams flow into the
lake, three known or estimated
to be S4, and one known to be
S6; the lake’s outflow is a S2
stream.

Biodiversity
The Dan Miner Lake
landscape is within Natural
Disturbance Type 3 (frequent
stand-initiating events).
Terrain Stability
There are no identified areas
of potentially unstable terrain
within landscape.

Objective

Opportunities

To maintain the water quality
of steams, wetlands and lakes
within the defined scenic area.
To maintain the integrity of
riparian and lakeshore reserve
zones.

Legislated lakeshore in the
fore-ground provides good
visual screening opportunities.
There are few significant
streams in the visual
landscape, facilitating the
design of suitable access and
blocks

To mimic landscape and stand
level retention based on
natural disturbance patterns.

NDT 3 stand level retention
patterns provide visual design
opportunities.

NDT 3 typically has
disturbances larger than can
be designed to meet the VQO.

To address potentially
unstable terrain through block
design.

The landscape is not
constrained by terrain stability
concerns.

Block design options may be
limited if and where unstable
terrain is found.
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Constraints

Description
Forest Health
Approximately two thirds of
the landscape has a Medium
Forest Health IPR, with the
remaining third being High
IPR. Current Forest Health
factors include moderate
levels of Mountain Pine Bark
Beetle and Spruce Budworm,
as well as older low levels of
Spruce Bark Beetle1.

Timber
Virtually all the un-harvested
timber in the landscape is
currently merchantable,
consisting of Pine, Spruce and
Subalpine Fir.

1

Objective

Opportunities

Highly susceptible stands
uniformly cover a large
portion of the landscape,
impacting more timber than
may be removed in the first
pass within the VQO
constraints. Moderately
susceptible stands uniformly
cover much of the landscape,
making harvest prioritising
arbitrary and subject to change
in response to future
infestations.
Given the current age
structure of the landscape, the
stands will become
increasingly susceptible to
forest health issues.

To target first-pass harvesting
of stands susceptible to
mountain pine bark beetle.
To prioritise harvesting of
stands susceptible to spruce
budworm.

To maximize harvest
opportunities within the
defined scenic area.

Constraints

The abundance of
merchantable timber provides
ample flexibility in designing
first and second-pass
cutblocks.

2005 Digital Orthophotography & local knowledge.
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The abundance of relatively
old timber will become less
available for harvesting into
the third and fourth passes.

Operability Analysis
The operability assessment used ArcMap GIS to
amalgamate the criteria identified in the Design Assumptions
and Criteria section. Multiple criteria were lumped together to
define the inoperable area associated with each landscape. The
remaining area defined the operable landscape available for
design. The Integrated Visual Design – Constraints Map
represent the operability assessment and is included in
Appendix 2-A.

Visual Force Analysis
Visual force can be described by the way our eyes follow a
landscape. We subconsciously create lines and forms in the
landscape and our eyes are naturally drawn down ridges and up
valleys and concave landforms. Lines of force assist a forest
planner applies and organizes basic and variable elements to
maintain the unity and/or diversity found within a landscape,
both before and after harvest operations.

Figure 2-3: Dan Miner Lake West Plan View Lines of Force

Lines of force are represented in the conventional red
ridges and green hollows and gullies. The Visible Areas Map
is included in Appendix 2-B.
Figure 2-4: Viewpoint 2 South Perspective View Lines of Force

Figure 2-5: Viewpoint 3 North Perspective View Lines of Force
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Figure 2-6: Viewpoint 3 West Perspective View Lines of Force

Figure 2-8: Viewpoint 1 Perspective View Lines of Force

Visibility Analysis
The visibility analysis from each viewpoint was produced
using ArcMap 3D Analyst ® to project the visible area from
each viewpoint. The visibility analysis assumes bare ground,
so over-estimates what is visible from each viewpoint, as it
does not account for such factors as foreground screening by
legislated lakeshore reserves.
The Visible Areas Map is included in Appendix 2-B.

Land Feature Analysis
Refer also to figures 2-8 through 1-22.
Viewpoint #1
Viewpoint #1 looks northwest, from near the center of
the Western portion of the lake. As this viewing direction is
parallel to the lake and along a shallow valley, there is
opportunity, though somewhat limited, to view the landscape
beyond the foreshore tree line. The terrain is gently rolling,
with a moderate horizontal scale and a well-defined horizon in
the mid-ground.

Figure 2-7: Dan Miner Lake East Plan View Lines of Force

The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The mature timber
in the mid-ground is also moderately coarse due to a variable
stand structure and low viewing angle.
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The one man-made opening visible from the viewpoint
has reached VEG, and does not negatively impact the
viewscape. The lack of man-made alterations makes the
viewscape sensitive to development. However, the foreshore
screening in front of shallow slopes will help mitigate any
potential visual impacts.

timber in the mid-ground is also moderately coarse due to a
variable stand structure and low viewing angle.
The lack of visible man-made openings makes the
viewscape sensitive to alteration. However, the foreshore
screening in front of shallow slopes will help mitigate any
potential visual impacts.

Viewpoint #2 North and South
A short viewing distance restricts the opportunity to
view the landscape beyond the foreshore tree line. The terrain
is gently rolling, with a wide horizontal scale and a welldefined horizon in the near mid-ground.
The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The Mature
timber in the mid-ground is also moderately coarse due to a
variable stand structure and low viewing angle.
The lack of visible man-made openings makes the
viewscape sensitive to alteration. However, the foreshore
screening in front of shallow slopes will help mitigate any
potential visual impacts.
Viewpoint #3
Viewpoint #3 looks East at the East end of the lake. A
short viewing distance restricts the opportunity to view the
landscape beyond the foreshore tree line. The terrain is gently
rolling, with a short horizontal scale and a well-defined horizon
in the near mid-ground.
The lakeshore tree line is moderately coarse due to a
variety of shrub and tree species and layers. The Mature
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Dan Miner Landscape Design Results
Conceptual and detailed designs were completed for the Stuart Lake scenic areas. Conceptually, a total chance plan was
developed using overview maps, resource objectives and public input. Detailed designs were then produced using aerial photographs
and the constraints maps. The detailed designs included preliminary block designs.
The results of the conceptual and detailed designs were transferred to ArcMap shapefiles, from which high resolution
renderings were produced. Copies of the digital renderings are presented below. Refer to the attached project compact disk for the
digital versions of renderings.
Where necessary, the incorporation of specific visual design objectives, resource objectives, and opportunities for
improvement are noted and discussed. Refer to the Block Designs map in Appendix 2-C for block number(s) and locations.

Figure 2-8: Viewpoint #1 Current State Perspective Rendering - Northwest
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Figure 2-9: Viewpoint #1 Site Photography - Northwest

There were limited opportunities for development northwest of the lake. The area contains a mixture of stand types, from open
Spruce types with significant components of brush species to inoperable terrain. It was determined that harvesting should focus on the
north shores of the lake and leave the northwest area for recruitment into a future Old Forest Retention Area.

Figure 2-10: Viewpoint #1 Current State Perspective Rendering – North
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Figure 2-11: Viewpoint #1 Pass 2 Perspective Rendering - North

Harvest pass two develops block TAK015 on the north shore of Dan Miner Lake. The steep terrain adjacent to the lake
screens a majority of the block with a proposed wildlife tree patch the only visible alteration on the horizon. It is anticipated the
proposed wildlife tree patch will not be as prominent on the horizon given it is located in a drainage with lower site productivity. The
alteration to the horizon is noticeable, but meets the Modification objective.

Figure 2-12: Viewpoint #1 Current State Perspective Rendering - Southeast
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Northwest

TAK012

TAK029

Figure 2-13: Viewpoint #1 Pass 3 Perspective Rendering – Southeast

The incorporation of TAK029 into the viewscape meets Modification parameters. It is recommended that the lakeshore and
hillside northwest of TAK029 be maintained for incorporation into an Old Forest Management Area.

Figure 2-14: Viewpoint #2 Current State Perspective Rendering – North
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H02-ELL063

Figure 2-15: Viewpoint #2 Current State Photography - North

When the elevation difference between the rendering and the helicopter is accounted for, the rendering from Viewpoint #2
mimics the northern shore of Dan Miner Lake well.
TAK010

Figure 2-16: Viewpoint #2 Pass 1 Perspective Rendering - Northeast
Pass one addresses a mountain pine beetle attacked stand with block TAK010. A small portion of the block is visible. The

block design is within the definition of Modification.
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Northwest

TAK015

H02-ELL063

Figure 2-17: Viewpoint #2 Pass 2 Perspective Rendering – Northwest

Elimination of the vertical edge on the horizon created by ELL043 (Figure 2-14), along with addressing mountain pine beetle
was the objective for TAK015. An internal wildlife tree patch was proposed between ELL043 and TAK015; however it appears to
work against the visual objective by creating a vertical line farther down the slope. The wildlife tree patch should be located in a
suitable location farther to the northwest to eliminate the now lower vertical edge on the horizon.
West

Figure 2-18: Viewpoint #2S Current State Perspective Rendering - South

Figure 2-19: Viewpoint #2 Site Photography – South (partial; West end)
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TAK012

Figure 2-20: Viewpoint #2 Pass 1 Perspective Rendering - South

The rocky morphology associated with block TAK012 limited the ability to create a geometric shape along the lakeshore
reserve, thus the altered canopy has become jagged due to the organic shape of the block. During operational block design, timber on
the flanks of the rocky knolls should be included in the block, as operationally feasible, to reduce the height of block edges that
protrude into the horizon. The block is well within the parameters of Modification; however attention to block edges and how they
interact with the horizon will produce a more desirable skyline.
Vertical edge is
created on
northwest boundary.
TAK029

Proposed
movement of
boundary uphill.

Figure 2-21: Viewpoint #2 Pass 3 Perspective Rendering - Southwest

Block TAK029 is planned on the southern shore of Dan Miner Lake. The block was previously under cutting permit as block
ELL061; however an extension to the north-western boundary was made for this project. The extension was proposed to harvest an
accessible mixed Spruce/Pine timber type; however the proposed block boundary does not exhibit good visual design qualities. It is
recommended that the proposed north-western boundary be moved up the hill to give the block a more triangular shape while
removing the vertical line currently produced by the northwest boundary in Figure 2-21.
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East

North
South

Figure 2-22: Viewpoint #3 Current State Perspective Rendering – East

The current state looks east as this perspective was the only direction that had enough distance between the viewpoint and
shoreline to render a useable image. Other perspectives could not be rendered accurately. It can be inferred that block TAK011 on
the north shore would not be visible given the block is located beyond the crest of the steep slope adjoining the lake on the north
shore. Given the proximity of the viewpoint to the south shore, which rises gently, it can also be inferred that any development
beyond the lakeshore reserve will not be visible.
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4. Harvest pass two is planned in 2022 and includes mixed
Spruce/Pine timber types that amalgamate openings at
the landscape level. Gross area is approx. 71ha (net
46.9ha) within the scenic area, with an estimated
volume of 16366m3.

Dan Miner Lake Recommendations / Results
The following recommendations are specific to the renderings
and designs within this report.
1. The steeper slopes within the lakeshore reserve provide
the necessary screening to develop medium to large
blocks while maintaining the Modification objective.
Maintenance of the lakeshore reserve will provide the
required screening to develop the background.

5. Harvest pass three is modeled in 2039. Gross area is
approx. 47.6ha (net 10.0ha) within the scenic area, with
an estimated volume of 3900m3
6. Internal wildlife tree patches have been modeled where
they could be identified by photo interpretation.
Operational block planning should exclude nonsusceptible timber types and deciduous species to aid
visual resources, where appropriate.

2. The scenic area on the northwest shore of Dan Miner
Lake includes rolling terrain that is difficult to access
and has good marten and fisher habitat. The area is
recommended for inclusion in an Old Forest Retention
Area.

7. Harvest areas outside the scenic area polygons are
modeled to best simulate total chance block shapes.

3. Pine leading stands were targeted in harvest pass one
scheduled for 2010. Pine leading blocks gross approx.
96.1ha (net 23.3ha) within the scenic area, with an
estimated net volume of 6990m3.
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Harvest Planning: Area and Volume Summary
Blocks

Harvest Gross Block
Pass
Area (ha)

TAK010
TAK011
TAK012

1
1
1

TAK015
TAK018
TAK019

2
2
2

TAK029

3

19.1
36.3
40.7
96.1(28830)
37.9
8.8
24.3
71(21300)
47.6
47.6(14280)

Scenic Net
Block Area
(ha)
15.3
5.1
2.9
23.3
37.9
6.9
2.1
46.9
10.0
10.0

Balsam
(m3)

Pine
(m3)

Spruce
(m3)

459
0
0

1836
1377
783

2295
153
87

2274
0
0

6822
2070
630

2274
0
0

900

1800

1200

Scenic Area Block
Total Volume
(m3)
4590
1530
870
6990
13666
2070
630
16366
3900
3900

Note: 1. Volumes are for coniferous species only and based on VRI polygon label(s) 2. Total chance gross block areas and volumes are summarized in column 3
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Dan Miner Lake Landscape Appendices
Appendix 2-A – Integrated Visual Design – Constraints Map
Appendix 2-B – Visible Areas Map
Appendix 2-C – Block Designs Map
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Project Summary
The development of Dan Miner and Elliot Lake for timber resources will be influenced by the evolution of the mountain pine
beetle attack and the maintenance of wildlife movement corridors. The northern shores of both lakes are vegetated by Pine leading
stands of varying ages. Dan Miner’s north shore has already been attacked by mountain pine beetle and should be harvested prior to
its economic downturn. The north shore Elliot Lake represents a significant volume of mid-term timber supply for Pope & Talbot Ltd.
If the immature Pine stands do survive the mountain pine beetle, the integrated visual design proposes a plan that considers the known
values on the landscape to deliver volume when required.
Wildlife movement and the establishment of Old Forest Retention Areas play a key role in the plan. The landscapes have a
number of attributes that allow harvesting to be incorporated into areas while maintaining other values. The abundance of deciduous
stands will create organic block boundaries, and the retention of mixed deciduous/coniferous internal wildlife tree patches, along with
legislated reserves, will work together to achieve both timber and wildlife objectives.
The projects relatively benign terrain associated with the scenic polygons allowed for the development of block shapes that
were only moderately constrained by visual objectives. This project has strived to incorporate an operationally feasible suite of
blocks into the applicable scenic polygons.
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